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SAVE THE DATE

MOTOREX SAYS THANK YOU! CELEBRATE WITH US AT OUR

OPEN DAY ON
SATURDAY JUNE 24, 2017
Come and join the celebration! To mark MOTOREX’s centenary, we are inviting you,
your workforce and your family to spend an unforgettable day exploring the fascinating
world of lubrication technology in Langenthal. Mark the date in your diary now – and
highlight it in green to make sure it stands out!

There’ll be more information in the next issue
of MOTOREX Magazine and at
www.100-years-motorex.com
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Dear readers

REPORT

Welcome to a new year! It’s a very special one for MOTOREX because we’re

10	Formula Student:

celebrating our centenary. We’ll be marking the occasion in appropriate

Contest for clever minds

style by celebrating with our workforce and their families, with our customers, and with the partners who have made us strong. But above all, we
want to thank all of you for your confidence in us and our products.
MOTOREX is ready to face the future. We intend to stick to our philosophy
that everything we do centers around our customers’ needs. Our products

INSIDE

have to prove their worth right at the cutting edge, and under the toughest

14	New analytical lab for even
better service

ety of disciplines, ranging from agricultural machinery that has to start up
and be ready for action at the first attempt after a hard winter, through

WHAT’S NEW
16

conditions. Customers expect top performance and quality in a wide vari-

winter service vehicles that have to clear roads in sub-zero temperatures,

Service check with MOTOREX

to those vital seconds that make all the difference between victory and
defeat in motor sports. MOTOREX delivers reliability wherever reliability
counts. This is one of the main reasons we have expanded our laboratory,
are building a new production and office complex and are constantly developing new products that will enable us to retain our national and international competitiveness.

INDUSTRY
18

MAGNUM UX 550 always keeps cool

Our passion for discovering the new has made us strong, and will keep us
strong in the future. Now new challenges await us, and we look forward to
facing them with you and our partners. MOTOREX’s second century has
already begun. We would be delighted if you were to accompany us on our
journey, continue to rely on us 100 % and help us break new ground.

PRACTICE

On that note, I hope you enjoy reading this issue.
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS

CATCHING THE CUSTOMER’S
EYE AT THE POINT OF SALE
As a reseller, you know how important it
is to place products so they catch the
customer’s eye at the point of sale. After
all, customers can only make an impulse
buy if they can see the product. New
POS displays can help. They’re available
for the MOTOREX fuel additives:

•	MOTOREX SYSTEM GUARD 125 ML
(fuel system protection)
•	MOTOREX FUEL STABILIZER 125 ML

VW STANDARD
508 00 /509 00 COMPLIANT:
THE NEW CONCEPT A-XL SAE 0W/20
MOTOREX is completing its broad range of manufacturer-specific motor oils for
Volkswagen Group vehicles with the new low-viscosity CONCEPT A-XL SAE 0W/20.
The fully synthetic, fuel-efficient super-high lubricity oil for gasoline and diesel
engines with exhaust gas treatment systems and long-life service was developed
to meet the ambitious targets of the latest generation of Volkswagen Group engines. The latest base fluids combine with special additives to guarantee effective
protection against wear and outstanding fuel economy and emissions values.
CONCEPT A-XL SAE 0W/ 20 meets the following standards: ACEA A1/ B1, VW
508 00 / 509 00. More information on the latest top-quality MOTOREX motor oil
is available from your MOTOREX partner.

The new displays will be included in your
next delivery of additives. Your local
MOTOREX partner will be glad to provide
further information.

HIGH-LUBRICITY PRISMA FE SAE 75W TRANSMISSION FLUID
Cutting CO2 emissions is a hot topic in the automotive industry, and oil is
steadily gaining in significance as an engineering factor. After the engine,
automotive engineers are now looking at the drive train in their constant
bid to improve energy efficiency. MOTOREX’s contribution is PRISMA FE
SAE 75W, a low-viscosity GL-4 transmission oil for modern manual trans
missions. By rapidly reaching full lubricating capacity after starting, it
sharply curtails the gas-guzzling cold start phase. Meanwhile a high-per
formance additive package reduces friction and provides strong protection
against wear. Several vehicle manufacturers already prescribe FE (fuel economy)
transmission oil. Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to provide full details of the
new product.
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RACING GENES:
RACING PRO 4T SAE 10W/40 CROSS
The MOTOREX Racing Line comprises products designed for use in racing. The latest development
from the racing lab is RACING PRO 4T SAE 10W/ 40 CROSS, a motor oil specially designed for the
most recent generation of four-stroke motocross engines. Successfully tested under extreme loads,
this racing oil meets all Yamaha, Suzuki, Kawasaki, and Honda requirements for use in their stock
cycles and motocross models. It boasts extremely high temperature stability and shear strength,
effectively reduces engine friction and provides the best available protection against wear. Its
special formula and additives are the perfect answer to the conflicting goals of withstanding
the immense demands on wet clutches in motocross and providing lubrication for very high-
revving four-stroke engines. Available in 1, 4, and 25-liter containers.

MOTOREX ADBLUE® LTE
Diesel vehicles that operate primarily in local traffic or under moderate loads often
fail to reach the exhaust temperatures needed to ensure the smooth functioning of
their selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems. The result is crystalline urea deposits
in the fuel injection system, clogged filters and excessive emissions. It doesn’t have
to be this way. MOTOREX ADBLUE® LTE (low temperature exhaust) was formulated
precisely for operation under moderate loads. Additives in this special fluid ensure
that diesel engine emissions are treated even at lower temperatures. The extremely
pure, 32.5 % synthetic urea solution is a key component in the functioning of exhaust
gas purification systems using SCR technology. Available in 200-liter drums and
1000-liter containers.

BLUE ANGEL FOR
ECOSYNT HEES BE 46
MOTOREX customers in Germany
and Austria will be pleased:
OEKOSYNT HEES BE 46 rapidly
biodegradable, fully synthetic
hydraulic fluid has been awarded
the Blue Angel environmental
label. The label will be a prominent
signal to consumers of the many
benefits offered by the MOTOREX
high-performance hydraulic fluid.

READY FOR THE BIG FINALE?
Since late September 2016, the Swiss Ice Hockey Cup has kept fans at

DON’T MISS
THE FINALE!

the edge of their seats. After 30 games so far, the big finale is almost here, so mark
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 in your calendar. The match will be broadcast live on the
Swiss channels (SRG and SSR) and on blick.ch. MOTOREX has long been involved with ice
hockey as part of its marketing activities. As a welcome sponsor of the Swiss Ice Hockey
Cup, the brand with the green drum will be on prominent display at the final!
www.swissicehockeycup.ch
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POWERSPORTS

Britain’s Lyndon Poskitt, 38, never gets tired of riding his
motorcycle. He’s been on the road since May 2014,
touring six continents and no fewer than 50 countries
on his own. The high point of his trip will be racing
in the Rally Dakar 2017.

“You only live once,” said mechanical engineer Lyndon
Poskitt to himself, and gave up a 17-year career and
all his worldly goods to realize a unique project
he calls Races2Places. By the end of his global
journey he will have traveled over 160,000 kilometers. But that’s not all: every chance he gets,
he enters local races on his KTM.

A PASSION FOR MOTORCYCLES
Born December 15, 1978 in Yorkshire, UK, Lyndon first
climbed aboard a motorcycle at age 10. He was drawn
like a magnet to anything mechanical or associated with
engineering. He followed this fascination, launching a
mechanical engineering career with British Aerospace
(BAE) after completing a university degree in 2003. The
job allowed him to pursue his passion for motorcycle
racing. Trial, enduro, motocross, supermoto, or even
street racing – you name it, he’s tried it. Racing in the
Baja 1000 in 2007 unleashed a new fascination with
traveling under racing conditions.

AN IDEA IS BORN
Combining world travel with motorcycle racing. In
May 2014, Lyndon climbed onto Basil, his converted KTM 690,
and started out for Greece, where he immediately took part in
the Hellas Rally. On arrival he transformed his traveling bike
into a racing machine, changing the tires and brake linings with
his own hands and tuning the suspension for racing. He finished
the race among the top ten in his category!
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“ All you are is what you’ve experienced
in the saddle of your motorbike!”
Lyndon Poskitt

TRAVELING AND RACING
The journey continued, taking Lyndon through Turkey, Georgia,
Azerbaijan, Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan
and Mongolia over the next twelve months. After 30,000 kilo
meters on the road, Basil was again converted in Ulaanbaatar
for the International Rally of Mongolia. Lyndon found he
could always count on KTM’s dealer network. The suspension and shocks were adjusted for the eight-day rally
and the KTM was put in tip-top shape. MOTOREX was
along for the entire trip as technical partner for lubricants. The rally demanded everything Lyndon
had to give as a rider and hands-on
mechanic. His reward: second place in
his category.

DESTINATION RALLY DAKAR 2017
After South Korea and Japan, the journey continued
to the far north of the American continent, from
Alaska via Canada and Central America to the
starting point of the rally in Asunción, Paraguay.
Here, to comply with the rules of the Dakar race,
Lyndon switched to a new MOTOREX-green racing bike. On January 2, 2017, he began the race in
the Malle Moto class, in which riders are required
to tackle the world’s longest rally – 9000 km – with
neither a crew nor service team. Can’t wait to find
out what place Lyndon will take when he crosses
the finish line in Buenos Aires, Argentina
on January 14, 2017? You can find out at
this link:
www.motorex-powersports.com •

This is the MOTOREX KTM 450
that Lyndon Poskitt rode in the world’s
toughest race: the Dakar 2017.

www.dakar.com
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GEAR OIL

HYDRAULICS
DIFFERENTIAL

MULTI-DISC
CLUTCH

Picture: MF

ALL-WHEEL DRIVE /
DISTRIBUTION GEAR
PTO SHAFT
TRANSMISSION

WET BRAKES

FINAL DRIVE

FARMER POLY 604
REDEFINES UTTO

UTTO stands for “universal tractor transmission oil” – a single oil that can
be used for transmissions, axles, differentials, distribution gearing and
final drives with or without wet brakes, as well as hydraulics. New high-
performance MOTOREX FARMER POLY 604 oil masters this balancing
act with aplomb.
A modern tractor is a real powerhouse: higher output,

UTTO REQUIREMENTS

more torque, efficient hydraulic systems and high brake

Every assembly makes different demands on the proper-

performance requirements make the demands placed on

ties of an UTTO oil:

today’s UTTO oils far more stringent than they were just

8

a few years ago. FARMER POLY 604 is a new high-per-

1. GEARING

formance addition to the MOTOREX UTTO product line.

Many modern transmissions feature electrohydraulic

It was designed specially for heavy-duty service under

shifting that takes just a fraction of a second. The high

the toughest conditions, such as working with heavy

circumferential speeds of gears in reduction gear as-

attachments, pulling heavy loads or moving at high

semblies require a heavy-duty lubricant film, while

speed on the road, or operating on steep slopes.

synchronization demands a fine-tuned additive pack-

age. Extreme shear forces, such as those that occur in
the differential, also need to be cushioned to minimize
wear.

2. CLUTCHES
Qualities that are beneficial in a gear oil can prove problematic in wet brakes or multi-disc clutches. Here the
choice of additives is again key. On the gearing side,
FARMER POLY 604 meets extreme requirements. Nevertheless it also provides the desired friction coefficients
in wet brakes and progressive, non-slipping adhesion

Introducing other oils can impair the properties
of the UTTO oil.

in multi-disc clutches.

3. HYDRAULICS
In hydraulic systems, the UTTO oil transmits powerful
forces. FARMER POLY 604 meets HVLP-D hydraulic oil
specifications under the DIN 51502 standard. The latest
formula is winning fans with its very stable viscosity-
temperature curve, good water absorption capacity and
effective protection against corrosion and wear.

NEW COMBO FORMULA
FARMER POLY 604 represents the latest stage in UTTO
development, featuring multirange viscosity. The desired

Wet brakes and multi-disc clutches perform safety-critical
tasks and must meet precisely defined manufacturer’s
friction specifications.

qualities were built into the new product through a special combination of extremely shear-stable base oils together with a modern additive package. The tribology
specialists at MOTOREX chose a fully balanced formula.
FARMER POLY 604 has passed extensive testing, both
in the lab and in several stages in the field, with flying
colors, exhibiting the following benefits:
• 	Excellent performance at cold temperatures
(quick engine permeation)
• 	High shear and
high-pressure stability
• 	Excellent long-term viscosity

The ball roller bearing test generates extremely high
shear loads. A tapered roller bearing is tested at an axial
load of 5000 N for several hours.

(see chart)

COMPARISON OF LONG-TERM VISCOSITY

• 	Effective protection against
wear and corrosion
• 	Ideal temperature-viscosity behavior
• 	High thermal stability
• 	Broad material compatibility
• 	Meets the latest specifications
FARMER POLY 604 is the ideal choice for demanding
UTTO assemblies and sets new standards in benefits
and performance.

10
8
6

POLY family? Your MOTOREX partner will be happy to
provide further information. •
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FARMER POLY 604
Standard UTTO oil

4
2
0

Do you have questions about UTTO and the FARMER
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Viscosity at 100 °C in mm² ⁄s

• 	Smooth shifting

1
2
3
Shear test to DIN 51350-6 in hours

4

MOTOREX FARMER POLY 604 is exceptionally shear-stable and retains its
original viscosity class for a long time compared to standard UTTO oils.
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REPORT

INTERNATIONAL
TALENT SHOW

Graz University
of Technology
students building
the carbon
fiber monocoque
body of the
Formula Student
Tankia 2016.

Pictures: Bern Formula Student/Formula Student Germany/TU Graz Racing Team (© Psenner Images) Austria

A CONTEST

FOR CLEVER MINDS

University students need practical experience to gain a firm foothold on the jobs
ladder after graduation. And that’s just what the Formula Student competition aims
to accomplish. The winner of the engineering competition is the team that gets the
highest number of points in eight different disciplines. The contest calls for teamwork
and a diverse mix of skills.

10

Formula Student is a spinoff of Formula SAE, which was

The new FSE (Formula Student Electric) class was added

first held in the United States in 1981. The competition

in 2010. Each team decides which class to compete in.

first reached Europe by way of the UK in 1999 under the

Among the post-dot-com generation, there is a clear

name Formula Student. Since then, engineering compe-

trend toward electric vehicles. The 2016 season fea-

titions have sprung up around the world. Several hun-

tured 40 teams with electric vehicles and 75 with com-

dred teams each design a single-seat Formula racer and

bustion engines. Another new class will be added next

compete in a range of different disciplines. 17 Formula

season: the Formula Student Driverless for self-driving

Student competitions are currently held each year.

racing cars.

TWO COMPETITION CLASSES

FORMULA STUDENT COMBUSTION (FSC)

Initially the students only worked with combustion en-

The engineering and design rules for cars powered by

gines in the FSC (Formula Student Combustion) class.

combustion engines meet official Formula SAE specifi-

DYNAMIC DISCIPLINES

STATIC DISCIPLINES
PROJECT PRESENTATION

ENDURANCE

75 points

325 points

COSTS
100 points

FUEL EFFICIENCY
100 points

CONCEPT
150 points

TRAINING

ACCELERATION

IN TEAMWORK

75 points

LATERAL ACCELERATION

AUTOCROSS

75 points

100 points

TOTAL = 1,000 POINTS
cations and are supplemented by an additional set of

in innovative technologies. Different concepts from

FSC rules. The most important restrictions on the drive

around the world are presented and tested in compe

train are:

tition with other teams.

• 	4-stroke Otto engine
•

Max. 610 cc displacement

• 	20 mm diameter air restrictor
for gasoline engines

A SPIRIT OF COOPERATION
Along with the shared goal of achieving the highest
possible score in the overall team assessment, the learn-

• 	19 mm diameter air restrictor for E85 fuel

ing experience is especially valuable for the students.
Participants learn not only from other members of their

FORMULA STUDENT ELECTRIC (FSE)

own team but also, surprisingly, from other teams. The

Formula Student Electric is a welcome expansion of the

atmosphere between the teams is generally open and

Formula Student program, showcasing the potential of

collegial, and the secretiveness often seen in Formula 1

electric-powered vehicles. Here too the Formula SAE

is generally absent. Each year sees a focus on different

rules apply, only with minor differences to accommo-

topics, often brought to the teams by their external

date the use of electric power. The most important re-

partners, which include leading auto manufacturers

strictions are:

and suppliers as well as engineering firms and IT com-

• 	100 % electric

panies. In the 2016 season, for example, interest focused

• 	No limits on number or type

on timely topics such as digitalization, electrification,

of electric motors

emissions reduction and energy efficiency.

• 	Max. momentary battery load 80 kW
• 	Regenerative braking permitted
• 	High-temperature batteries and
fuel cells prohibited

Blazing new trails together and learning
from one another –
that is the Formula Student spirit.

CLEVER MINDS AND LEAD FEET
Since this is an academic engineering competition, the

DIFFERENT FOCUSES

best overall design wins. Teams are awarded points in

As lubrication technology partner to three different

three static and five dynamic disciplines. The objective

teams (Switzerland, Austria and Germany), MOTOREX

of the competition is for students to gain practical work

Magazine took the opportunity to briefly profile the

experience during their studies and conduct research

teams and ask each one a question.
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REPORT CONTINUED
Luca Placi,
Co-founder, former CEO & advisor

BERN FORMULA STUDENT
The Formula Student team from Bern University of Applied Sciences

“Mr. Placi, the BFS team is competing in the
Formula Student Electric. What potential do
you see in electric-powered vehicles?”
“The Bern Formula Student Team was founded
in 2014 at the initiative of Bern University of
Applied Sciences students majoring in automotive engineering. Each year they develop a fully electric-powered
vehicle. For our inaugural 2015 season, for example, we built the ‘Berna’
in just 11 months. When we came to our second season in 2016, we set
our development goals very high and developed and built nearly all the
mechanical and electrical systems ourselves. Our successful ‘Giura’
vehicle was built as a cooperative project by 35 students. We’ve learned
so much from taking part! We see the potential of electric vehicles in
the great challenge of combining performance with safety and sustainability. And by the way, we’re already started working at full throttle
for 2017 …”
For more information see www.bernformulastudent.ch

Anthea Kerollos,
Head of Marketing
“Ms. Kerollos, in your view what is the distinguishing feature of the TU Graz racing team?”
“Each year the TU Graz Racing Team builds a
racer called ‘Tankia’ for the international Formula Student competitions. Some 500 international universities compete in this racing
series in static and dynamic disciplines each year. The team is made up
of students from various programs at TU Graz and the University of
Graz. Members of this interdisciplinary team spend their free time
building a competitive race car with the help of CAD software and simulation tools. We work professionally, just like we would in a business,
and we’re all connected like a big family, as you can see by our strong
results in the 2015 and 2016 racing seasons.”
For more information see www.racing.tugraz.at

TU GRAZ RACING TEAM
Formula Student Team, Graz University of Technology, Austria

Ephraim Schwegler,
Overall Technical Director
“Mr. Schwegler, what, in your view, is the biggest challenge in building the racer?”
“Other than the technical challenge of conceiving, designing and finally building a racing
car within a year, the biggest challenge lies in
coaching the members of the team for the
entire season. After all, membership in our club is voluntary, but it
sometimes involves workloads of up to 120 hours per person (per
month). On the other hand, experiences like this are part of the competition’s appeal. Exploring our own limits usually leads to success.”
For more information see www.high-octane-motorsports.de

HIGH-OCTANE MOTORSPORTS E.V.
Formula Student Team of Friedrich-Alexander University,
Erlangen / Nuremberg, Germany
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BERN FORMULA STUDENT

PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE

In Formula
Student since

2014

Vehicle for 2016 season

Giura

Chassis / body	Tubular space frame /
carbon aerodynamic package
Engine /drive

2 synchronized electric motors /
rear-wheel, spur-gear drive

Dimensions	L 3000 mm / W 1400 mm / H 1200 mm

Team BFS: Custom-built carbon body parts
being fitted and mounted on the “Giura”.

Curb weight

< 251 kg

Output / torque

70 kW / 800 Nm

Acceleration
0–100 km / h

3.6 s

Braking distance
100–0 km / h

20 m

Max. lateral
acceleration

1.9 g

TU GRAZ RACING TEAM

ROOM FOR
NEW IDEAS

TUG Racing: CAD (computer-aided design) is a key tool
from the initial concept to the production stage.

In Formula
Student since

2002

First Tankia

2004

Vehicle

Tankia

Design

Full carbon monocoque

Engine /drive

 TM EXC 500 engine /
K
rear-wheel drive

Dimensions

L 2916 mm / W 1482 mm / H 1200 mm

Curb weight

< 160 kg

Output / torque

60 hp (44 kW)/52 Nm at 7000 rpm

Acceleration
0–100 km/h

4s

Braking distance
100–0 km / h

26 m

Max. lateral
acceleration

> 2g

HIGH-OCTANE MOTORSPORTS E.V.

PUTTING SKILLS
INTO PRACTICE

In Formula
Student since

2008

Vehicle

FAUmax iota

Chassis /design	Carbon monocoque with
tubular steel rear frame
Engine /drive

 id-mounted engine with
M
bevel gear and locking differential

Dimensions

L 2884 mm / W 1435 mm / H 1078 mm

Curb weight

Approx. 170 kg with all fluids

Output / torque

76 hp (55.9 kW)/ 56 Nm at 7400 rpm

Acceleration 0–100 km/h

3.6 s

Braking distance
100–0 km/h

not available

Max. lateral acceleration

2.2 g

A well-structured team of clever minds, an innovative and fast
High-Octane-Motorsports: A cost report compares
the cost efficiency of the different race cars.
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INSIDE

Every day the new MOTOREX ana
lytical lab examines and assesses
a large number of samples received
from customers. The results are
shared with them in an easy to understand form.

MORE SAMPLES,
MORE SERVICE
MOTOREX has experienced steady growth in recent years. Along with highly
innovative formulas, customers love the valuable services that have always been
a part of MOTOREX products. Lab capacity, especially for analyzing customers’
samples, has been further expanded by hiring additional staff and installing stateof-the-art infrastructure.
Lubricants and operating fluids are a key factor in keep-

production. It is important for the analysis process to be

ing machines running smoothly and keeping vehicles

both rapid and precise. In the new lab, several analytical

moving on land, on water, or in the air. MOTOREX lubri-

methods have been automated. Automation, in the

cant specialists can help customers identify the most

form of autosamplers, plays a key role in improving the

suitable product. For many shop floor applications, analy-

efficiency and precision of routine analytics. This has a

sis of customers’ samples provides an important indica-

positive impact on throughput times, with some devices

tor of the condition of both machine and fluid.

running overnight to deliver the results the next morning. This is because there is high demand for these ana-

WATER- OR OIL-BASED?

lytical results, which often serve as a basis for decisions

Analysis kits for taking customer samples are available

on matters such as overhaul work and fluid changes,

from local MOTOREX representatives or the Technical

which at industrial plants can involve several hundred

Customer Service. Once it’s been received by the Tech-

liters of fluid.

nical Customer Service in Langenthal, each sample gets
a lab ticket with a serial number. In the analytical lab,

CLEAR FEEDBACK

the samples are categorized by composition as “water-

The results of the laboratory analyses are interpreted

based” or “oil-based” and analyzed according to the de-

by MOTOREX’s in-house lubricant specialists and then

tailed lab ticket.

shared with the customer in an understandable form.
In a dialog with the MOTOREX Technical Customer Ser-
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INFORMATIVE ANALYSES

vice or local partner, the customer then knows exactly

Every step of sample analysis is carried out in MOTOREX’s

what actions are required, if any. MOTOREX also gains

own laboratory. Measurements are compared with values

valuable insight into how well products hold up under

from the reference sample taken and archived during

a wide range of field conditions. •

OVER 120 DIFFERENT ANALYSES
MOTOREX currently performs 120 types of analysis and investigation
in its own facilities. The most important include:
EQUIPMENT

ANALYSIS

Viscosimeter

 ynamically / kinematically determining
D
viscosity

IR spectrum
Determining identity and divergence
(infrared spectroscopy)	from reference values,
lubricant composition analysis
The work areas at the newly built analytical lab are roomy
and well-lit.

Cold cranking simulator

Low temperature resistance to starting

Karl Fischer titrometer

Water content of lubricants

pH titration	Measurement of acidic components,
determining changes in concentration
of acidic compounds, for example
due to oxidation processes. Determining
alkali reserves of oil formulations

This spectrometer with autosampler automatically
tests customers’ samples for elemental content.

Machining fluids are checked for fungi and bacteria at
constant temperature in an incubator.

MOTOREX MAGAZINE 109
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RFA spectroscopy

Determining elemental content of oils

Pour point test device

 etermining the low-temperature
D
solidification point of oils

NOACK test device

 vaporation loss of base oils and
E
final formulations

Flame point
measuring device

Fuel contamination,
quality characteristics /deviations

BOSCH pump

 hear stability, viscosity loss during
S
lubricant use

Particulate
measuring device

Particulate contamination through wear
and foreign matter

Filterability
measurement device

Determining filterability

See also Tribology A–Z at www.motorex.com
for explanations of technical terms
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WHAT’S NEW

Reliability is directly linked
to how well a vehicle or
machine is cared for. If you
want to work safely and
without breakdowns, it’s a
good idea to perform
regular service checks. The
MOTOREX Farmer Line
includes every product you
need for a service check
from a single supplier.

SERVICE
CHECK

WITH MOTOREX

1
After finishing work, spray the equipment with
cleaner and wash it down.
Product: MOTOREX RADICAL

8
Check AdBlue tank level (if present) and top up.
Product: MOTOREX ADBLUE®

16

2
Perform a visual loss check before and
after every use.

9
Blow out air filter and radiator with
compressed air.

3

4

Lubricate according to schedule. It’s better to
apply small quantities of grease regularly than
to apply excessive quantities less frequently.
Product: MOTOREX GREASE 190, GREASE 3000 or
according to manufacturer’s recommendations

Check tire pressure wh  
with the manufacturer’  

Occasionally treat plastic parts after cleaning.
Product: MOTOREX QUICK CLEANER

Lubricate hinges and m  
SPRAY 2000, SPRAY JO  

10

11

Tractors should be given a service check at least once a week, while

or defects. For machines, the service log can be kept in a com-

heavy-duty machines such as mowers, compactors, harrows, etc.

partment (with the tools) or on the inside of a lid. This allows doc-

should be checked every day. Inspect fluid levels at operating

umentation of conscientious upkeep and may provide valuable

temperature and on a level surface. And it never hurts to check

information for the next time the equipment is taken in for main-

the oil level before each use. In general, follow the manufactur-

tenance.

er’s recommendations.
Do you have questions about service checks and using the right

INSPECTION PAYS OFF

Farmer Line products? Your MOTOREX partner will be happy to

Keep a service log in the vehicle to record fuel consumption, service

provide further information. •

checks, and other information such as noises, type of operation,

5

  en cold in accordance
  s recommendations.

6

Check transmission and hydraulic fluid levels
(warm) and add fluid as necessary. Products:
MOTOREX POLY 304, POLY 604 (UTTO oil),
COREX HV 46 (hydraulic fluid) or according to
manufacturer’s specifications

Check engine oil level (warm) and add oil
as necessary. Products: FARMER PRO,
FARMER UNI, FARMER LA

Clean cabin with broom and vacuum,
then treat plastic surfaces.
Product: MOTOREX INTERIOR CLEANER

Treat door seals, locks, and rubber parts with
silicone to prevent freezing, especially in winter.
Product: MOTOREX SILICONE SPRAY and
SILICONE STICK

12

  ovable parts. Products:
  KER 440
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7
Check coolant visually and top up if necessary.
Products: MOTOREX COOLANT RTY

14
Clean windshields and lights.
Then test lights.
Product: MOTOREX GLASS CLEANER

17

INDUSTRY

Metal working pros know how
important it is to use the right
machining fluid. With all-purpose,
water-miscible MAGNUM UX 550
cutting fluid, the MOTOREX
success story continues when it
comes to performance, reliability
and efficiency.

SWISSCOOL MAGNUM UX 550

KEEPS COOL UNDER PRESSURE
The pioneering new formula used in SWISSCOOL

FULLY BALANCED FORMULA

MAGNUM UX 550 combines many positive features.

When developing the latest

Its high-quality emulsifier system, state-of-the-art

SWISSCOOL coolants, MOTOREX’s

additive technology and excellent lubricant compo-

development engineers channeled

nents yield top results in even the most demanding

all their comprehensive knowledge and skill into

machining processes with difficult-to-work metals

the forward-looking, water-miscible cutting fluids.

such as stainless steel and titanium.

Despite focusing primarily on human and environ
mental safety, there have been

18

FOR APPLICATIONS
FROM A TO Z

no compromises on performance.

Whether for countersinking or cutting, MAGNUM

BALANCED FORMULA means that

UX 550 is suitable for a range of material and appli-

MAGNUM UX 550 is completely free of thorny

cation-related tasks. Applications such as drilling,

ingredients such as chlorine, boron and formal

turning and milling of steel, cast iron, nickel-based

dehyde. The innovative formula

alloys, titanium and hard-to-cut steels are right in

featuring modern additives and

this water-miscible cutting fluid’s wheelhouse. Its

active emulsifiers provides the

outstanding stability has a positive impact on tool

basis for the emulsion’s microbio

service life.

logical equilibrium.

Use of the pioneering FULLY

MAGNUM UX 550’s highly developed drainage characteristics
reduce dragout losses to a minimum.

The FULLY BALANCED FORMULA means
critical ingredients can be omitted while retaining
a high biostability.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
The proven cutting fluid from MOTOREX boasts the following benefits:
CONTAINS NO BORON OR FORMALDEHYDE

mild formula
good human compatibility

EXCELLENT CUTTING PERFORMANCE

above-average tool life
suitable for difficult-to-machine materials

VERY LOW FOAMING

forms stable, low-foam emulsions with
preparation water from 10° dH to 30° dH

GOOD FLUSHING PROPERTIES

clean machines

OUTSTANDING CORROSION PROTECTION

protects machines and workpieces

EXCELLENT BIOSTABILITY

the selected formula prevents
uncontrolled biological growth, resulting
in a long emulsion service life

LOW DRAGOUT LOSSES

resulting in lower consumption
reduced costs

Have we aroused your curiosity? If so, take the opportunity to put SWISSCOOL MAGNUM UX 550
to the test for yourself. Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to provide further information. •
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 109
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PRACTICE
UNPROTECTED

PROTECTED

Most metals corrode
without protection.
This not has a negative
impact on their functionality and causes
costs, it looks bad too.
In FLUID 466,
MOTOREX has a proven
means of protection
against the brown
plague.

FLUID 466 PROTECTS !
People who depend on perfectly functioning machinery and vehicles every day also think about how to protect them.

WAXY, THIXOTROPIC FLUID

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS

MOTOREX FLUID 466 is a barium-free, waxy anti-cor

FLUID 466 is perfect for protecting vehicles and ma-

rosion product that forms a homogeneous, non-tacky

chinery in seasonal storage, for preserving cavities and

protective film. Because the protective fluid is also thix-

protecting underbodies. Provides optimum protection

otropic, it won’t run off or drip even when applied to ver-

against salt water action. It is also ideal for preserving

tical surfaces. FLUID 466 offers the following benefits:

semi-finished products, devices and tools for storage

•

outdoors, indoors, or in barns.

Saltwater-resistant corrosion protection

• 	Successfully passes 1000-hour salt-spray test
•

Forms a non-tacky, non-sticky wax film

EASY TO WORK WITH

•

Does not drip on application (thixotropic)

The easy-to-work-with anti-corrosion fluid can be ap-

•

Dries quickly

plied by dipping or with rollers, brushes, or compressed

• 	Heat-resistant, dropping point
above 120 ° C (DIN ISO 2176)

air sprayers. The 400-ml FLUID 466 spray is ideal for
instant protection after assembly work.

• 	Lasting protection against corrosion
•

Removable by steaming

Protection pays off! Your MOTOREX partner will be happy

•

Contains no barium

to provide further information. •

•

Contains no aromatic compounds

Versatile: In municipal services, FLUID 466 provides ideal protection against saltwater corrosion for salt spreaders
and machinery. It is also perfect for jobs like preserving the underside of doors in vintage cars.
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SWEDEN

The future belongs
to eco-friendly
car wash corridors
like the ones from
Fibre Wash AB
in Sweden.

GREEN
AND CLEAN
Washing your car in front of the house? Those days are over. In many
towns it’s now prohibited. Twenty-five Fibre Wash car wash corridors
throughout Sweden offer an alternative. MOTOREX is part of the clean
solution with OEKOSYNT HEES rapidly biodegradable hydraulic fluid.
Founded in 1990, Fibre Wash AB offers complete car

use in wash corridors, and meets the stringent re-

wash solutions, including design, engineering, commis-

quirements with flying colors. In addition to its envi-

sioning, training, servicing and environmentally friendly

ronmental benefits, OEKOSYNT HEES boasts a superior

recycling technologies for water and air. Thanks to many

service life that delivers a measurable economic pay-

years of experience, the car wash pros from Billdal are

off. This is confirmed by Guldhedsgaragets Bilservice

known for top quality, dependability, and technologies

AB, the company that services the wash corridors at

that are safe for the environment. The company works

the Volvo plant in Gothenburg, and which sends oil

closely with MOTOREX in the field of lubricants and oper-

samples to the lab in Langenthal for analysis at regu-

ating fluids.

lar intervals.

LOTS OF HYDRAULICS

ON THE JOB AT VOLVO, FORD, GM AND VW

Much of the equipment is driven by oil-based hydrau-

Even brand-new cars fresh from the factory need wash-

lic motors. The primary pump feeds eight hydraulic

ing. Automaker Volvo Cars operates several Belanger

motors for the wash mechanisms and one to drive the

wash corridors that meet Volvo’s current extremely

conveyor. Some 200 liters of hydraulic oil flow through

strict environmental requirements. The systems are ca-

the complex system, often under high pressures. Hoses

pable of gently washing between 55 and 70 cars per

and lines are continually exposed to moisture and cor-

hour. Each year some 50–60,000 new cars are washed

rosive substances and must be inspected regularly.

at the Volvo plant in Sweden. In the United States, Bel-

Rapidly biodegradable OEKOSYNT HEES ISO 46 hy-

anger also supplies major auto manufacturers such as

draulic fluid from MOTOREX is ideal for heavy-duty

Ford, GM and VW. • www.fibrewash.se
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BOX
Working in textiles is part of the school curriculum in Switzerland. Sean, 12 was no exception.
His sixth-grade final project in the Quarten am
Walensee school district was unusually creative:
a textile seat in the form of a MOTOREX drum.
Because Sean is a big MOTOREX fan, he was determined to make his seat look authentic. With
diligence and skill he made the shell of the seat,
cut the logo out of fabric and used a sewing machine to attach it precisely to the green cover.

A+ FOR SEAN’S
DRUM SEAT
He also added a zipper so the cover can be removed for washing. Sean got an A+ for his work,
which will no doubt motivate him to further acts
of creativity in fabric with the unmistakable
MOTOREX look. Bravo and congratulations! •

DID YOU KNOW ABOUT THE GREAT WORK OF UCI?
The UCI World Cycling Center (WCC), home of the headquarters of the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI) in Aigle, Switzerland, is a coaching and training center for elite athletes in
various cycling disciplines. Established in 2002, the pro sports
center supports 100 men and women from around the world
each year as they grapple their way toward top performance
in their sporting careers. Basic and advanced training in the
three Olympic disciplines (road, track, and BMX) is in especially high demand. MOTOREX has worked closely with the
UCI’s bicycle maintenance specialists for several years, serving as a technical partner for lubrication, cleaning, and care of racing bikes for the many different
classes and events. •
www.uci.ch/wcc/about/the-world-cycling-centre/

OTTOREX
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CELEBRATE WITH US OUR JUBILEE COLLECTION!

POLOSHIRT HERITAGE

SWEAT JACKET HERITAGE

T-SHIRT HERITAGE

Polo shirt in retro-look, anniversary collection
100 Years MOTOREX. Various embroidered patches
on the upper sleeve. Appealing appliqués and
embroideries on the chest and on the back.
The sleeve bands and the collar are in contrasting
colour. Material: cotton 80 %, polyester 20 %.
Colour Cool Grey. Sizes women: XS–L, men: S–XXL.

Sweat jacket in retro-look, anniversary collection
100 Years MOTOREX. Various embroidered patches
on the upper sleeve. Appealing appliqués and
embroideries on the chest and on the back. Fullzip opening. Material: cotton 80 %, polyester 20 %.
Colour Cool Grey. Sizes: XS–XXL.

T-shirt in retro-look, anniversary collection
100 Years MOTOREX. Various embroidered
patches on the upper sleeve. Embroided
logo on the back. Appealing vintage
logo print on the front. Material:
cotton 80 %, polyester 20 %. Colour Cool Grey.
Sizes women: XS–L, men: S–XXL.

women & men

unisex

Article no. women: XS: 451485, S: 451486, M:451487, L: 451488
men: S: 451473, M: 451475, L: 451477, XL: 451478, XXL: 451479

Article no.: XS: 451489, S: 451490, M: 451491,
L: 451492, XL: 451493, XXL: 451494

women & men

Article no. women: XS: 451470, S: 451472, M:451474, L: 451476
men: S: 451480, M: 451481, L: 451482, XL: 451483, XXL: 451484

AVAILABLE FROM FEBRUARY 10TH, 2017
Please order these articles exclusively through your importer.
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WE’RE PROUD
OF OUR SIX-PACK.
LU

BR I CANTS

LU

BR I CANTS

BEST
BRAND
2011

BEST
BRAND
2014

LU

BR I CANTS

LU

BR I CANTS

BEST
BRAND
2012

BEST
BRAND
2015

LU

BR I CANTS

LU

BR I CANTS

BEST
BRAND
2013

BEST
BRAND
2016

A BIG THANK YOU
TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
The readers of “Auto-Illustrierte” magazine have voted for their best brand in the “Lubricants” category
once again. Stretching back to 2011, MOTOREX has now occupied top spot on the podium for the past six
years in a row. As our loyal customers, you deserve our thanks for paying us this compliment. This victory
both confirms the quality of our products and spurs us on to make them even better. www.motorex.com

